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Scope for change
Tough lessons must be learned if NASA is to 
avoid repeating a costly accounting error. 

It is hard to keep track of which is expanding faster: the acceler-
ating Universe that the James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) is 
designed to explore, or the telescope’s cost, which last week inflated 

from US$5 billion to $6.5 billion. Even for NASA, which has a well- 
documented history of going over budget on major projects, the 
$1.5-billion jump is a shocker. Its consequences will surely be  
felt across the US astronomy community, as well as by the project’s 
international partners. Even more distressing is the realization that 
the problems might have been avoided.

According to an independent review (see page 353), NASA admin-
istrators did the JWST a significant disservice by concealing its true 
costs after it was approved. Again and again, they passed overruns to 
the following year’s budget in a hopeless effort to pay tomorrow for 
what was needed today. The repeated deferrals mean that the JWST, a 
tremendously ambitious undertaking by any measure, will now cost 
US taxpayers far more than it should have done. The report rightly lays 
most of the responsibility for this at NASA’s door, but Congress deserves 
a share of the blame. Political wrangling has consistently constrained 
the space agency’s budget without reducing public and political expec-
tations. As has been seen with planetary exploration and human space 
flight, this paradox has bred an administrative culture at NASA that 
discourages realistic budgeting and honest reporting. 

The JWST’s saving grace is that it seems to be technically sound. 
Although still years from completion, it stands to become one of the most 
productive astronomical observatories in history. The 6.5-metre infrared 

telescope is expected to have roughly six times the light-gathering area 
of its predecessor, the Hubble Space Telescope. Its gold-coated mirror 
segments are ideal for probing the atmospheres of planets in distant 
solar systems and reaching back into the early history of the Universe to  
capture light from the first stars. Given Hubble’s transformational impact 
on astronomy — and on the wider public’s engagement with science — 
the case for a next-generation, all-purpose space observatory seems as 
strong as ever. That makes it all the more urgent to launch the JWST in a 
timely manner. Once Hubble is retired, the JWST will become the crucial 
tool with which astronomers can follow up on discoveries made by wide-
field survey telescopes on the ground and in space.

But no project, however worthy, is too big to fail, and the JWST 
has now swerved disturbingly close to fiasco. To keep it to its latest 
price tag will be a painful process that will damage future projects 
and further erode the space agency’s credibility. One casualty could 
be the proposed Wide Field Infrared Space Telescope (WFIRST), 
a high-priority mission to study the mysterious ‘dark energy’ that  
seems to pervade the Universe. NASA should think again about  
this project in light of a proposed European mission that would  
achieve similar results. 

The agency might avoid a wholesale gutting of space astrophysics  
if it concentrates on small-to-medium-sized missions while it clears  
the JWST from its books. Such missions are exactly what is proposed 
in a recent decadal survey by the US astronomy community. 

Much harder will be the task of re-engineering NASA to avoid a 
repeat. The independent review makes specific recommendations, 
which NASA should pursue in earnest. These include better communi-
cation between NASA headquarters and the centres where projects are 

carried out, as well as more frequent independ-
ent reviews, which need to become routine. At its 
best, NASA allows humanity to look towards the 
stars. To continue doing so, the agency’s leader-
ship must keep its feet firmly on the ground. ■

Scientists wanted
A clumsy immigration cap could damage  
UK science by keeping skilled researchers out.

Among the vacancies for shop assistants and forklift-truck 
drivers advertised to job-seekers in Hinxton, a village near 
Cambridge, UK, there are some more specialized positions. 

A molecular geneticist, for example, is needed to develop scalable 
technologies for genetic modification of the Plasmodium falciparum 
parasite. A bone biologist is also wanted, with in-depth knowledge of 
mouse genetics and endocrine systems. 

The adverts are for postdoctoral positions at the nearby Wellcome 
Trust Sanger Institute, a world-class research centre. Traditionally, the 
institute has not struggled to fill such posts: if no suitable local candi-
date came forward, it could always recruit from overseas. Science is a 
global game after all, and talent has no respect for national borders.

The Sanger Institute is among the UK academic and research insti-
tutions now threatened by a clumsy cap on immigration, introduced 
by the Conservative–Liberal Democrat coalition government. Under 
interim measures in place until the end of March, the number of work-
ers who can enter Britain from outside the European Economic Area 
has been strictly limited. Positions at UK universities promised to 
overseas scientists have already been withdrawn. The Times news-
paper, which has turned a much-needed spotlight on the situation, 
reports that the cap has already seen more than 230 scientists and 
academics barred from obtaining the necessary entry visas. Some will 
be eligible to enter Britain next year. Many will not bother.

The great and the good of British science, many of whom come from 
overseas or have imported team members, have queued up to warn of 
the folly of such a policy. In the United States, tighter restrictions on 
entry for scientists — introduced in response to the terrorist attacks in 
2001 — have increased the costs and delays of overseas recruitment, 
hit international collaborations and been widely viewed as damaging 
to US science. At a time when nations such as China and Germany are 
increasing investment in their research bases, Britain is turning away 
some of the people it needs the most.

There is no evidence that UK Prime Minister David Cameron and 
his cabinet want to pull up the drawbridge against researchers and 
erect ‘British science closed’ signs at the airports. But curbs on general 
immigration were promised by all three major parties prior to this 

year’s election, and the numbers of money-
spinning overseas students and those who 
seek political asylum are harder to restrict 
than the numbers of skilled workers. The 
unintended damage to science will be on the 
agenda later this month, when the cabinet 
discusses what to do with the cap from April. 
An exemption for researchers of a certain cal-

ibre (similar to the existing route into Britain for overseas star foot-
ballers) is one option, but would exclude promising young scientists 
who have not yet been able to prove their value. Short of reversing the 
changes this year that saw, for example, reduced import ance given to 
a PhD in the evaluation of visa applications, the most logical step for 
the government is to restore the freedom for academic institutions to 
recruit whoever they wish for more junior positions. If necessary, a 
trial period could be undertaken, and be scrutinized for abuse. Britain 
must face an uncomfortable truth: it needs the best scientists more 
than they need it. ■

“Britain must 
face the truth:  
it needs the  
best scientists 
more than they 
need it.”
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